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Diana Van Lancker Sidtis

Abstract: This report describes an unusual presentation of a voice disorder arising
from inability to coordinate the three components of motor speech: respiration,
phonation, and articulation. These systems were individually intact, as demonstrated by laryngoscopy, motor speech examination, and treatment methods achieving success under controlled conditions. Following initial programming of his deep
brain stimulation device, a 62-year-old male, diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease
14 years previously, abruptly experienced a vocal disorder characterized by pressed,
very low frequency creaky voice produced on held breath. Evaluation and therapy
sessions revealed intact respiration, phonation, and articulation as component
systems of motor speech, while indicating a severe deficit in coordinating these
systems for articulated speech. Performance varied with mode of vocal production.
Vowel prolongation and singing were normal in contrast to severe impairment when
respiration and phonation were integrated with articulated speech. A listening study
utilizing speech samples from five spoken modes—conversation, repetition, formulaic expressions, continuously phonated material and singing, yielded higher intelligibility on sung and continuously phonated phrases, confirming clinical impressions.
Acoustic measures of fundamental frequency, vowel quality (harmonic-to-noise
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Speech requires a precise integration of respiration,
phonation (vibratory action of the larynx), and
articulation (movement of tongue and lips). This
study reports a failure to coordinate these systems,
although the individual modules were intact,
implying a deficit in higher order programming of
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adjustment of his therapeutic device, deep brain
stimulation, for Parkinson’s disease, suffered a
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normal in contrast to severe impairment when
respiration and phonation were integrated with
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role of higher order management of respiration,
articulation, and voice for speech and describes a
successful treatment utilizing breath control.
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ratios) and duration supported the intelligibility results. Repetition and conversation
were similarly impaired, suggesting that the disability was not attributable to the
basal ganglia. This case reveals the role of higher order management of respiration,
articulation, and voice for speech and describes a successful treatment utilizing
breath control.
Subjects: Behavioral Sciences; Neurology; Communication Disorders
Keywords: speech systems apraxia; voice disorder; deep brain stimulation;
Parkinson’s disease
1. Introduction
Speech requires a fast and efficient integration of three disparate systems: articulatory, laryngeal,
and respiratory. The lungs supply on-going subglottal pressure to the laryngeal structures, which
titrate puffs of air through intermittently vibrating vocal folds into the supraglottal vocal tract for
continuous and dynamic articulatory shaping.1 The coordination of hundreds of muscular processes
operating in millisecond time frames is sine que non for normal motor speech. This high level of coordination between breathing, phonating, and articulating emerges in the normal course of events
for every normally developing child and adult.
Little is understood about the neurological substrate for the overall control of this physiological
cooperation. Some insights into how speech systems are interleaved for fluent production can be
gained by examining individual instances of damage to one or the other system. In an early study, a
proportion of persons diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease, who had laryngeal dysfunction, were
found also to have articulatory anomalies of tongue and lips (Logemann, Fisher, Boshes, & Blonsky,
1978). Apraxias of individual components of the speech system may be explained by specific anatomical abnormalities, such as buccofacial apraxia (Alexander, Baker, Naeser, Kaplan, & Palumbo,
1992). Speech breathing has been shown to be abnormal in some cases of Parkinson’s disease
(Solomon & Hixon, 1993), and deep brain stimulation of the subthalamic nucleus (STN-DBS) alters
respiratory and laryngeal control (Hammer, Barlow, Lyons, & Pahwa, 2010). Respiratory apraxia has
been reported for several neurological disorders, including progressive supranuclear palsy and multiple sclerosis (Atack & Suranyi, 1975; Haouzi, Chenuel, & Barroche, 2006; Leiguarda et al., 1997;
Pinto, Pinto, Atalaia, Peralta, & de Carvalho, 2007; Zadikoff & Lang, 2005). Apraxia of the respiratory
system in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a disease of the motor neurons, was characterized by
irregular breathing on command but not in automatic mode (Pinto et al., 2007). Close coupling of lip
and laryngeal action was demonstrated in persons with spasmodic dysphonia and muscle tension
dysphonia revealed lip gesture abnormalities; in that study, vocal therapy resulted in improvements
in articulatory function (Maassen, 2010). However, the broad scope of unified motor speech coordination remains still evades easy explication.
The purpose of this study was to describe an unusual case of a failure to successfully coordinate
the three systems for speech, although each system was found to be healthy and capable of function. While the site of brain damage cannot be definitely described, the apractic loss of coordination
of phonatory, respiratory, and articulatory systems occurred acutely within hours of initial programming of bilateral subthalamic nucleus stimulators and resumption of levodopa medication for
Parkinson’s disease. Speech problems remained stable over the course of a year of modifications of
his subthalamic nucleus-deep brain stimulation (STN-DBS) programming, including turning the stimulators off, and medication adjustments. Close examination of preserved and impaired speech performance modes led to a proposal of a site of lesion outside of the basal ganglia.

2. Participant description
This case study describes a 62-year-old, right-handed male, native speaker of British English, with
16 years of education, diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease (PD) 14 years previously, presenting
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originally with right sided tremor. The individual has lived in the United States of America for 30 years.
On the Hoehn and Yahr (1967) rating scale, he was at stage 2 (bilateral or midline involvement without impairment of balance). Medication dosage was 650 mg levodopa/carbidopa (Sinemet) per day.
One of his primary symptoms was speech impairment. His spontaneous speech was characterized
by mild monopitch, monoloudness, low vocal volume, hypernasal resonance, and articulatory imprecision, all typical of Parkinson’s disease. His speech impairment was mild and he was sometimes
difficult to understand in conversation.
Speech and language were normal prior to the Parkinson’s disease diagnosis and continued post
diagnosis to be functional in his profession as an educator in a large corporation, where he held
teaching seminars during the course of the disease. First programming of the deep brain stimulation
(DBS) implant was performed while the individual was on medication at 12 years into the course of
the disease. Some minor speech changes and reduction of tremor were observed initially. The second programming occurred three days later. Within the same day, on the train home return, speech
failed and swallowing problems arose. According to the patient’s report, the leg-foot tremor returned immediately.
On subsequent clinical examination, speech was observed to be produced on continuous, low
amplitude creaky voice (vocal fry) resulting in a highly unusual vocal production, corroborated as
extremely rare by Dr B. Gerratt (personal communication, 2014), Director of the Speech Pathology
Clinic at the David Geffen School of Medicine at the University of Californiat at Los Angeles (UCLA)
and voice expert, who listened to recordings of the voice disorder. The participant typically held his
breath while talking, exhaling explosively at the end of the phrase. While speech coordination appeared overall to fail, the major contributor to the failed process was the respiratory component.
Conversational speech was unintelligible. Oral-motor evaluation revealed normal lip and tongue
movement. Videostroboscopy (direct examination) of the larynx revealed no abnormalities.
Breathing was normal during nonspeech periods. A brain imaging procedure using magnetic resonance imaging performed one month later showed no abnormalities and the electrode placement
at the subthalamic nucleus, the target site, was verified.
Intelligibility was formally assessed using the standardized battery, Assessment of Intelligiblity of
Dysarthric Speech (38). Results indicated that on the single word intelligibility subtest, 26 out of 50
(52%) of words were correctly identified using a multiple choice judging format. Word recognition
was better for two syllable words, with 64%, being identified correctly than for single syllable words
where 41% of words were identified correctly. On the sentence intelligibility subtest, 39 out of 220
words were intelligible (18% of words were correctly transcribed). Out of 220 total words in the subtests, 181 were unintelligible, revealing a severe compromise to intelligibility of speech.
During evaluation and therapy sessions, relatively successful production could be achieved on
continuously phonated or vocalized material, such as vowel prolongation (producing the vowels
“ah” or “oo”) and singing. Given the abnormal breath flow during articulated speech, we explored
methods of breath control, enhancing and practicing improvement of phonatory competence using
singers’ techniques. “Dropping” the breath (“belly breath”) was practiced as was speaking on a long
exhale. These activities resulted in stretches of intelligible speech, utilizing continuously phonated
phrases, such as hello and how are you. These sessions were video and audio recorded for later
analysis.
Given that performance varied with speech modes, as has been reported (Boersma and Weenink,
2009; Huber & Darling, 2011; Kempler & Lancker, 2002; Tjaden & Wilding, 2011; Van Lancker Sidtis,
Cameron, Bonura, & Sidtis, 2011; Van Lancker Sidtis, Cameron, & Sidtis, 2012; Van Lancker Sidtis,
Choi, Alken, & Sidtis, 2015; Van Lancker Sidtis, Rogers, Godier, Tagliati, & Sidtis, 2010), structured sets
representing selected differing modes were created and offered during therapy. These previous
studies have revealed that motor speech efficacy differs for conversation and repetition (Huber &
Darling, 2011; Kempler & Lancker, 2002; Tjaden & Wilding, 2011; Van Lancker Sidtis et al., 2010,
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2011, 2012, 2015). Other studies suggested that formulaic and novel expressions are differently
processed in the brain (Boersma and Weenink, 2009). Current work with the participant indicated
more successful production on continuously voiced material. We selected excerpts representing
these modes to test our clinical impressions, using listeners.
Types of phrases probed in therapy were spontaneous speech, sentence repetition, singing, formulaic expressions, and continuously voiced phrases. As mentioned above, phonatory creak with
extreme breath control was most extreme when speech required coordination of breathing, phonation and articulation involving a range of phonetic inventory including voiceless sounds (f, t, p, k, th).
In order to verify the impression that some speech modes were more successfully produced, and
therefore more intelligible than others, a listening study was prepared for healthy listeners to transcribe utterances from spontaneous speech, sentence repetition, singing, formulaic expressions,
and continuously phonated phrases. These utterances were excerpted from several months of videotaped treatment sessions with the participant.

3. Methods and materials
3.1. Listening study
Fifty-six utterances consisting of lengths of from 2 to 6 words representing the five speech modes
taken from recorded sessions were randomized for the listening study. Background noise on the recording was reduced through acoustic manipulation in the Praat environment (Rammell, Pisoni, &
Van Lancker Sidtis, in press). Eighteen native English-speaking listeners, mean age of 28 years, born
and educated in the United States, without history of confounding conditions, transcribed each utterance and provided a difficulty rating from 1 (easy) to 5 (difficult). The purpose was to quantify the
intelligibility of the different modes of speech: spontaneous speech, sentence repetition, singing,
formulaic expressions, and continuously phonated phrases.

3.2. Acoustic analysis
Six speech samples were submitted to analysis using Praat software (Rammell et al., in press). In
addition to the five modes utilized in the listening protocol, vowel prolongation was measured
acoustically. Because the fundamental frequency was abnormally low and irregular, leading to artifacts in the pitch analysis program, ten individual pitch periods, identified at the central portion of
each utterance, were measured on the wave form and averaged to derive a mean F0 value. Voice
and resonance in the speech samples were measured using mean harmonic to noise ratios (HNR),
providing measures of the amplitude of periodic portions of the signal relative to aperiodic (Yorkston
& Beukelman, 2012).

4. Results
The effect of speech mode was significant for both transcription accuracy [F(4,68) = 118.76;
p < 0.001] and perceived difficulty of the task [F(4,68) = 54.9; p < 0.001] (Figure 1). Conversational
speech was less accurately transcribed than formulaic speech [t(17) = 3.61; p = 0.002], singing
[t(17) = 12.12; p < 0.001], and therapy-directed speech [t(17) = 20.08; p < 0.001]. Conversational
speech and repetition did not differ. Formulaic speech transcriptions were more accurate than those
for repeated speech [t(17) = 3.82; p = 0.001], but less accurate than transcriptions of sung
[t(17) = 10.18; p < 0.001] or therapy-directed speech [t(17) = 17.15; p < 0.001]. Transcriptions of repeated speech were less accurate than those for sung [t(17) = 11.63; p < 0.001] or therapy-directed
speech [t(17) = 15.94; p < 0.001]. Sung and therapy-directed speech did not differ.
Difficulty ratings tracked the accuracy measures (Figure 2). Transcribing conversational speech
was not judged to be more difficult than transcribing formulaic or repeated speech, but was more
difficult than transcribing sung [t(17) = 8.02; p < 0.001] or therapy-directed speech [t(17) = 8.11;
p < 0.001]. Transcribing formulaic speech was judged to be less difficult than transcribing repeated
speech [t(17) = 3.22; p = 0.005], but more difficult than sung [t(17) = 7.63; p < 0.001] or therapy-directed speech [t(17) = 8.92; p < 0.001]. Repeated speech was judged to be more difficult to
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Figure 1. Intelligibility results
by tasks.

Figure 2. Difficult rating results
by tasks.

Figure 3. F0 measures by tasks,
including prolonged vowels.

transcribe than sung [t(17) = 7.4; p < 0.001] or therapy-directed speech [t(17) = 8.51; p < 0.001].
Sung and therapy-directed speech did not differ.
For the fundamental frequency measure, there was a main effect of task [F(5,25) = 27.5; p < 0.001].
As can be seen on Figure 3, singing, continuously voiced speech, and vowel prolongation yielded F0
measures at125 Hz and above, while the other three speaking modes, which require articulation of
voiceless consonants, were produced at 95 Hz or below. Post hoc procedures using paired sample
t-tests revealed that singing F0 was significantly higher than all other conditions: sustained vowels
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Figure 4. HNR measures by
tasks, including prolonged
vowels.

[t(5) = 3.79; p = 0.013], continuously voiced utterances [t(5) = 2.93; p = 0.032], spontaneous speech
[t(5) = 4.13; p = 0.009], repetition [t(5) = 12.23; p < 0.001], and formulaic expressions [t(5) = 8.36;
p < 0.001]. Sustained vowels had a higher F0 than repetition [t(5) = 15.57; p < 0.001], and formulaic
expressions [t(5) = 11.62; p < 0.001]. Continuously voiced utterances had higher F0 than repetition
[t(5) = 6.89; p < 0.001] and formulaic expressions [t(5) = 6.43; p < 0.001]. Finally, spontaneous speech
had higher F0 than repetition [t(5) = 2.84; p = 0.036].
The harmonic-to-noise ratio measures reflected the F0 values also having a main effect of task
[F(5,25) = 89.3; p < 0.001] (Figure 4). Sustained vowels had higher HNR than singing [t(5) = 3.54;
p < 0.017], continuously voiced utterances [t(5) = 9.52; p < 0.001], spontaneous speech [t(5) = 14.92;
p < 0.001], repetition [t(5) = 23.47; p < 0.001], and formulaic expressions [t(5) = 26.17; p < 0.001].
Singing had higher HNR than continuously voiced utterances [t(5) = 2.69; p < 0.043], spontaneous
speech [t(5) = 5.34; p = 0.003], repetition [t(5) = 9.24; p < 0.001], and formulaic expressions
[t(5) = 9.91; p < 0.001]. Continuous voiced utterances had higher HNR than spontaneous speech
[t(5) = 5.12; p = 0.004], repetition [t(5) = 11.1; p < 0.001], and formulaic expression [t(5) = 9.65;
p < 0.001]. Spontaneous speech had higher HNR than repetition [t(5) = 6.42; p = 0.001] and formulaic
expressions [t(5) = 3.53; p = 0.017].
The modes in which utterances were based on continuous phonation with those produced with
varied phonetic demands (intermittent condition) were collapsed (singing, continuous phonation,
and sustained vowel production vs. conversation, repetition, and formulaic utterance production).
The average durations of the samples in the two modes did not differ. As apparent from the figures,
however, the average F0 in the continuously phonated condition (133.3 ± 20.6) was significantly
greater [t(34) = −8.16; p < 0.001] than in the intermittent condition (72.0 ± 24.3). Similarly, the average HNR in the continuously phonated condition (20.2 ± 7.8) was significantly greater [t(34) = −8.37;
p < 0.001] than in the intermittent condition (4.2 ± 2.3). These acoustic results closely track the performance measures, accuracy and confidence, from the intelligibility study.

5. Discussion
This description presents an apractic (motor speech planning disorder) deficit in voluntarily coordinating respiratory, laryngeal, and articulatory systems, with a focused disability on breath control.
As such, this description moves beyond reports of deficient systems or impaired cooperation of two
systems. The case reported here represents a form of motor speech system apraxia following STNDBS programming, affecting overall coordination of systems underlying speech. The participant was
acutely compromised in his ability to integrate respiratory, phonatory, and articulatory systems
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volitionally, leading to a strategy of breath-holding during articulated speech while adducting the
vocal folds, producing a low amplitude vocal fry. Clinical evaluation indicated that some speech
modes were more successful than others. The most successful speech production occurred on treatment items that included words and phrases designed to be produced on a consistent stream of air
across the glottis with minimal articulatory demand. Articulation was normal when continuously
phonated utterances were elicited. These, together with sung items, were also most accurately transcribed when presented in a controlled listening protocol. This result leads to the conclusion that the
disability involved central coordination of the three systems of speech. Slightly better performance
for formulaic expressions is likely attributable to their familiarity; in a previous study, formulaic expressions heard in noise were significantly better transcribed than matched grammatical expressions (Iulianella, Adams, & Gow, 2008). For all test items in the listening study, difficulty ratings
mirrored transcription performance. Acoustic measures supported the intelligibility results by indicating that adequate F0 and HNR measures occurred primarily on the continuously phonated elements but were impaired on speech requiring a range of phonetic inventory and concomitantly more
precise motor speech control.
The observation that repetition and conversation were similarly poorly transcribed, compared to
the other modes, differs from other motor speech disorders due to basal ganglia disease, in which
repeated utterances are more successfully produced (and understood) than conversational ones
(Baev, 1995; Rosen, Kent, Delaney, & Duffy, 2006; Rusz, Cmejla, & Tykalova, 2013; Tjaden & Wilding,
2011; Van Lancker Sidtis et al., 2005; Van Lancker Sidtis et al., 2015). In persons with Parkinson’s
disease, repeated utterances are significantly more intelligible than matched spontaneous, conversational utterances, and motor speech measures, such as vowel quality and fluency, support this
observation (Van Lancker Sidtis et al., 2011). This finding is consistent in basal ganglia dysfunction,
and has been attributed to the benefit in repetition of the availability of a model in the motor production process. Deficits in Parkinson’s disease are more severe in when motor tasks must be internally modeled as compared to being provided with an external model (Baev, 1997; Georgiou et al.,
1994; Lewis et al., 2007; Schenk, Baur, Steude, & Bötzel, 2003). This has been documented for gait
and arm reach (Atchison, Thompson, Frackowiak, & Marsden, 1993; Burleigh, Horak, Nutt, & Obeso,
1997; Fimm, Bartl, Zimmermann, & Wallesch, 1994; Georgiou et al., 1993; Rice, Antic, & Thompson,
2002). In speech, repetition presents an external model, reducing the burden of motor planning in
the basal ganglia. The pattern for this participant, for whom a voice disturbance in conversation and
repetition appeared equally impaired, suggests a level of impairment for this specific dyskinesia
elsewhere than the basal ganglia.
This case is unlike previously reported PD presentations, where levodopa induced respiratory dyskinesia was successfully treated by DBS (Oyama et al., 2011; Xie, Guan, Staisch, Towle, & Warnke,
2015; Yorkston & Beukelman, 2012). Stimulation during initial programming plus the effects of reinstating medication may have resulted in a delayed lesion effect along the tracts of one of the electrodes. Consistent use of creaky voice likely represented a compensatory process by lowering
demands inherent in coordinating the breath stream for phonation with the overlay of articulation.
The disability described here went beyond previous observations of abnormalities in one or two
components, rather, affecting voluntary coordination of all three speech systems. Further detection,
awareness and study of this unique disability may shed light on the site and function of higher order
speech coordinating mechanisms. In addition, this paper describes a treatment plan, incremental
application of breath control from simple to more complex phonated utterances, that led to successful production of intelligible speech.
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